Ezekiel
Children can encounter the power of the Holy Spirit.
Text: Ezekiel 37
Supplies:
 A large plastic bowl or container
 Sand, ground maize, or uncooked rice (whichever is easiest)
 A few plastic bones, or stones, or closed sweets
 A thick cooldrink straw
 A small plastic bone or shape of a bone cut out of foam to add to the sensory bottle
 Recording of the sound of wind (download from our website)
 Poster with the definition of a prophet
 Small paper plates
 Pattern
 Skeleton made of paper plate pieces or ice cream lolly sticks
 Picture of a megaphone and 4 pictures of wind blowing to attach to sticks
 Scissors
(More information regarding the sand box: One can use maize meal or uncooked rice instead of sand, and one can hide almost
anything in it, such as stones or seeds, or even jelly sweets in the shape of bones.)

Welcome
Uncover items: Hide a few items in a deep tray or large plastic bowl filled with rice or sand. Let the children come forward one
by one and see if they can uncover the items by blowing sand away through a thick straw for 10 seconds. Each child who uncovers one of these “treasures” can receive a prize or sweet, or everyone can get one once everyone has had a turn.
Balloon: Divide the children into groups of around 7 and give each group a balloon that you inflated beforehand. Each group
should then attempt to keep the balloon in the air only by blowing it, never by touching it.

Worship
Sing a few songs, as your time allows. End off with the theme song.
Settle down ritual:
Let each child find a place where they can sit and breathe deeply. Let them breathe in and out 5 times, slowly, while listening to
the wind. (If there is no wind, they could listen to nature or you could play the sound of wind.) Then pray: “Dear Lord, thank
you that you breathed life into us. Amen.”

Word
Our theme for this term is Playful Prophets. Who can remember what a prophet is? (Refer to the poster from the previous

session.)
Today’s playful prophet’s name is Ezekiel. Ezekiel had to bring good and bad news to the children of God. The most well-known
vision that Ezekiel had, was a message from God that was good news to his children! We read about it in Ezekiel 37:1-14.

(Take out the sandbox or use the welcome game’s sandbox. Beforehand, make sure there are “skeletons” hidden in the sandbox, and move the sand so that there are high and low places, in order to make a valley. Place cut-out bones or pieces of ice
cream lolly sticks – down in the valley. Use a cut-out or toilet roll character to represent Ezekiel.
I felt the Lord’S power take control of me, and his Spirit carried me to a valley full of bones. (Place the Ezekiel figure in the
sandbox.) The Lord showed me all around, and everywhere I looked I saw bones that were dried out. (Make the figure walk
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around the bones.) He said, “Ezekiel, son of man, can these bones come back to life?” I replied, “Lord God, only you can
answer that.” (Make the figure look like it’s shaking its head.)
He then told me to say: (Let the figure act as if it is looking towards the bones, and place the image of a loudspeaker in front
of the figure.) “Dry bones, listen to what the Lord is saying to you: I will put breath in you, and you will come to life. I will wrap
you with muscles and skin and breathe life into you. Then you will know that I am the Lord.”’
I did what the Lord said, but before I finished speaking, I heard a rattling noise. The bones came together, bone to bone! (Move

the bones together to start forming a skeleton. You could even stick the ice cream lolly sticks together with Prestik or
similar.) I saw muscles and skin cover the bones, but they had no life in them.
Then He said to me, ‘Ezekiel, now say to the wind, “The Lord God commands you to blow from four winds and to breathe life
into these dead bodies, so they can live again.” (Place the 4 sticks with wind images in the corners of the container so that

they look like they are blowing over the bones.)
As soon as I said this, the wind blew among the bodies and breath entered them. (Blow over the bones.) They came to life and
stood up on their feet – a large army.
So I prophesied as he commanded me. (Let the people now stand up.)
Then he said to me: “Ezekiel, the people of Israel are like dead bones. They complain that they are dried up and that they have
no hope for the future. So tell them, “I, the Lord God, promise to open your graves and set you free. I will bring you back to
Israel. Then you, my people, will know that I am the Lord. I will put my Spirit in you and you will live. (Move the people up and

down.) I will bring you home, and you will know that I have kept my promise. I, the Lord, have spoken.”
The children now get a chance to think about the story:
1. I wonder which part of the story you will remember the best.
2. I wonder if you have ever felt like you have no hope.
3. I wonder how you feel to hear that God’s Spirit blows life into us.

Working and playing time


Build a large skeleton together as a group, and write on these “dry bones” the following text: Ezekiel 37:14, “I will put my
Spirit in you and you will live.” Talk about, and write on the bones if you want, about how you all can bring hope or life to
someone who needs it, or is sad, or feels lonely or hungry.



Draw a spiral on a paper plate (or do it beforehand as leader). Let the children write the text (Ezekiel 37:14) in different
colours on the line, repeating it until the entire spiral is filled up. Attach a string to the centre, and then cut along the line.
This spiral can then be hung up.



Paint (with safe white face paint) a few bones on the children’s hands, so that the children can then go home and use their
hands to tell someone the story about how God’s Spirit makes us alive.

Close off with the blessing prayer.
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Use these pictures  as reference to the different parts of
the skeleton. These templates can be used, but remember to
add 3 bones for the legs and 3 bones for the arms.

These templates  were used in the video.

The templates on the next pages can be used to draw the
different parts of the skeleton onto paper plates. (Working
and playing 1.)
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